
ABDULLAH CARPENTRY CUSTOM FURNITURE 

MANUFACTURER (DUBAI) 

Abdullah Carpentry has been around for nearly two decades now and has established its 
name in all kinds of wooden furniture works. Leading bespoke and custom made 

furniture brand, Abdullah Carpentry will take care of all your wooden needs. We also renovate furniture 
that has worn out or needs to give a different look in a particular room. We at Abdullah carpentry will 
take care of everything from sizing to building to transportation and fixing, you just need to relax and 
choose the design and the rest is upon us. Abdullah Carpentry is all about satisfying your carpentry 
needs. Additionally, Abdullah carpentry specializes in interior/exterior renovation & moving/relocation 
services. 

Carpentry Services 

Abdullah Carpentry excels in custom wooden furniture manufacturing. We satisfy our 
clients by providing them with the best home furnishing solutions. With more than 3 

decades of experience, we have established ourselves as one of the leading carpentry service provider 
within UAE.  

Painting/Polishing 

Furniture speaks for itself when filled in with exotic colors. At Abdullah carpentry we not 
only beautify the furniture with a wide range of paints and polishes that we manufacture 
ourselves, we also help renovate clients worn out furniture by repainting and re polishing 

them. For details 

Interior / Exterior Renovation 

We started off with a wooden furniture manufacturing shop but as the years went by we 
have mastered ourselves in helping our clients with their interior/exterior renovation 

process. From manufacturing of new wooden products to rejuvenating old products we specialize in all. 

Movers / Relocation 

Abdullah carpentry also provides moving and relocating services. We are equipped with all 
the necessary tools and transportation vehicles that can help our clients relocate easily 
while leaving all the worries upon us. Although our warehouse is located in Dubai but we 

provide our services across UAE. 

About Abdullah Carpentry 

Abdullah carpentry has been here for around more than two decades now, providing the carpentry 
services within UAE. For a long time, we have been furniture manufacturers in Dubai that custom builds 
wooden furniture tailored according to your needs. We started our woodwork in Dubai when the roads 
weren’t built and the street lights were far away, we started up a business with the sole purpose of 
providing the customers what they needed, we made this furniture shop in Dubai where wooden 
furniture would be made with delicacy and mastery. In the beginning we started off as a custom 



furniture manufacturer but with time we evolved digging our roots into interior/exterior renovations & 
moving/relocation. 

The Way We Evolved As an Interior Decor in Dubai 

In the times that we built the shop for carpentry services the talent of wood works was small in Dubai 
nor was there any particular demand for custom made furniture. The CEO, Abdul Qayum started 
carpentry services in Dubai when his talent was in adolescence. To polish his talent, he set up a furniture 
shop in Dubai. It was a small shop in the beginning and that too with another partner this furniture store 
was such small that if it was occupied by a piece of furniture, they had to work outside the shop. Either 
get yourself out of the shop or get the furniture outside the shop. 

 Abdul Qayyum made friends with people who were great at what they did i.e. in carpentry services. He 
learnt from them polishing his skills, one might think that custom made furniture is an easy task 
meaning it is easy to learn. Well when you are a carpenter your skill set is much more complicated that 
what people really believe. In Dubai people liked the kind of furniture that people back in Pakistan 
didn’t, to learn that different kind of skill set you need to be an observer and a learner and a lover of the 
art of wooden furniture and crafts. 

ABDULLAH CARPENTRY PROJECTS 

Listed below are the projects that we have accomplished with our hearts and soul invested within. We 
captured our finished projects so that our customers or newbies can see what Abdullah carpentry is 
capable of. A combination of contemporary and antique art, hand-crafted to perfection and the finished 
with exuberant paints and polishes. As you dive through our projects you will acknowledge the diversity 
in our work that only few firms within UAE have been able to accomplish. Our slogan speaks for itself 
"You Imagine, We Create.". Our carefully picked genuine MDF's and woods mix and matching of paints 
and polishes makes us one of the leading custom furniture manufacturers within UAE. 

 

CONTACT US 

Ras - Al – Khor Industrial Area 2 Opposite Formula Garage 

Dubai UAE 

056 - 8984679 

contact.abdullahcarpentry@gmail.com  

http://www.abdcarpentrydubai.ae 
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